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The purVose of this study was to measure the

influence of prior knowledge on'reading compireheasior.'Imenty
second-graders who were reading at, or not 'Ore than One year above,
grade level Were pret'ested toidetermine the extent of their prior
knowledge about the topic they-would be reading. Based on their
pretest scores, the students were divided into,twc groups: one group
had weak prior knowledge and the other had extensive prior knowledge
of the topic. It was hypothesized that the group with more extensive
prior knowledge would achieve better comprehension results. 'The study
also investigated the possible influence of explicit and implicit
questions orp-eomprehension; 141f of the posttest questions were
explicit and the others iiplicit. It was hypothesized that the
implicit questions would'be more difficult for both groups of
students. Both hypotheses were substantiated. In addition, it US
found that the 'ability to answer explicit questions did not differ
significantly between the two groups of students, but those with
greater prior knowleage were better at answering the implicit
questions. (Author/mAI)
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A second purpose of the study
vlicit (literal) and implicit

Be aefiniticm of, reading comprehension acceptable to specialists in
the reading field appears to have teen offeivd in, the literature to date.
Howeiter, attempts to determine the nature of reading have led td the formn-
laWni of various semis, stese_ofvhich,stress others which Stress
process..

Barrett (Clymer, 1968, p. 19) developed :skills azonomy Which divided°
reading comprehension into five for 'kill levels: a) literal comprehension,
b) reorgcnisatima; c) inferential comprehension, d).evaluation, and e)
appreciation. Bovever, he acknowledged that these levels of comprehension
Interacted with a) the selection, b) the questions and c) the'readerts
b +ckgro and. .Barrett cautioned that his taxonoMy could not take into account
the b a reader brought to tie comprehension task even though he
emphaaise4 bat background, in many cases, could be the deciding factor
affect.ng c rehension.

BOrmuth11968) contended that theskills vhich constitute rekding
comrehension correspon&te language skills. In anOttempt to Propose a
more adequate .conceptualiiation of comprehension he,presented a method

He then sugge ed that it
for wtiting cOeratfonal definitions for literal compreherar quettions
by performing transformations on sentences.
would be possible to,writesaperalitmal definitions for air type com-
prehensienwestion; the operations/ definition of an inferential question
would need to account for information beyond that explicitly stated in the
text.

The Import__ e or background information has found its way into: recent
models 'of oompre ion that focus en process rather -kills. In
attempts to define the - Process of comprehension, nor- one model has
been hypothesized for the organization of the mind. ay and Norman
(2972) and Fredrickson (1975) hypothesize that the brai organized int
semantic networks that allow various conclPts to be co d t e another
by relational links, such as class inclusion (A belongs B),example
(A is an example of B), attribute (A is an attribute of B ),-manse (A caused
B to occur), etc. This type of model, involves using. prior knowledge, pre-

ctions, context, and task demands in canblhation with textual structure to
determine the level of comprebeneion.
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artificial n re mere
based on textlecauie t ac interim 'tolsake e-

forenoon' leas upon pre o eperi, mice. Consequently
lised to se as endar'dized.., sterevty d memory units

information and stions!On say Paitioular tonic, Per example, there
mould have been a restaurant'- script,' a Spider script, or e skiing serif

experiential background was reqUiied for the comprehenpion of a
the computer called up the appropriate moriOt: Lehnert hypothesizes

leacquire similar Script, through reading, and vicarious experi-
nee them operationally in real:.. life situations -and

as in comprehending stories. Script's are dynande, and variant* scripts are.,
.connected to, sed upon, arid couched within other scripts.,

Pearson 'and Nicholson (1976) believe that comprehention .of any new
isi is facilitated ,sten a person approaches whet is `critter i from Wk
reedy known., -They found the script metaphor nsefUl in Constructing
r'frameworleforcomprekension. They classified question/answer re-
_ p in terms of the saOce of the information utilized to derive. the

They labelled textually evlicit the type of compren_ sion that
_ responses Airectly frowthe text. In o to' more clearly

cit comprehension, Pearsori and Nicholson est ished two categories.,
ed texts implictt t type of cOmPrehenstion that occurs when

the answer to the question Is expressed in the text, though is not directly
accessible because some sort of inference is necessary for the response,
however minor the ihference might be They labelled their final category
Icrotally implicit. In this category the relation between the westion
and response is'related to the story but the °airway a read4r_aah generate
a response is to access his or her previous knowled =Such resnses
represent an integration of textual and scriptal data.

Tanner (1976) jn an attempt to provide additional insight-into the
explicit/implicit aspects of comprehension tested whether fifth grade
children were equally proficient in answering three types of questions:
literal, inference, and script. Ker results supported the following
hierarchy of questions in deacending order of difficulty: script, literal
and inference. A clone examination of Tanner's questions revealed, however,
that, ier script questions did not follow her Ova definition; she stated
that the script questions required the reader, to relate previous e
ience to the text in order to answer the questions, but the vast ma rity
of her script questions were not passage dependent and could be anew
from ,script mane

of
stions

simplest \

.0 were

contained

The present study wee designed to investigate further the influence
of prior knowledge'oh tOnprehemapa and to fUkthet investigate the
hierarchical relationship betiome explicit and implicit questions. This
study differs from previoi studies in several ways. First, second grads
children were usesiihthe'study in an effort, to ascertain the relative
influence of scripts On reading comprehension at primary grade 'evils.
Second, children of equal reading ability were blocked on the basis of
previous beckground information about the topic. Such blocking eliminated



reading 31ity s .a factor in ueneing coMprell'ension and'allowed the-focus
to be on he s t of prior knowledge. Third,only two (rather than three)
nategorie of questions were:implehanted. Theta were the textually explicit
and seri e1.41r implicit questions deacribed'earlier (FeareonlindIficholson,
1976)e, scriptally implicit were written in a fortat that ensured both.
passage dependency and script dependency. Fourth,-Sormuth's suggestion of
applying operational definitions to both literal and inferential Ccmpre-
hension questions was employed inAhe formulation:of the textually:explicit
as well as scriptally implicit questions.

It was by othesized that students with a etronge_ seri_ would score
higher in reading comprehension then children with a, weaker script., It:vas
also hypothesized that implicit questions would, be more difficUlt'to,answer
than explicit questions, thus supporting Barrett's hierarchy of comprehension
skills but not replicating Tanner's results. FUrther, the ability to answer
explict and implicit Questions would differ between the etrong and, weak
script groups; the implicit questions would be even More difficult for the
week script group because inferences on the basis Of prior knowledge would
be required..

Method

Subjects

The subjects were second grade students who were reading approximately
at or within one year above grade level. Al]. had' attained grade equivalent
scores within a range of 2.5 - 3.7 on the Metropolitan Achieve!_ nt Test,
Form A, in September. since standardized tests often yield erus ration
rather than instructional reading levels (Fart and Anastasio', 1 .:9), the '
September range was interpreted to be between grades 1.9 - 3.1. Assuming
8 months smith between September and the time of-testing in May, the grade
equivalent range of the students was deducted to be 2.7 - 3 -9.

The students were selected from four classroonn, two classrooms
each of two schools in a middle class suburb of St. Paul, Minnesota.
Twenty-five students were given a pretest on-knowledge about spiders.

Then the 10 with the highest and the 10 with the lowest scores were selecte
to participate in the experiment, The 10 lowest (the weak script group)
received scores of 2 or 3 on the 8 pretest questions. The 10 highest (the
strong script group) received scores of either 5, 6, or 7. The mean .be
of. correct responses given by the group with the weak scripts was -2-
.81); the mean number correct for the strong uript group was 5.8 .(SD=.0-.
This difference was significant, t(18)9.09, P7.001. The difference between
the two groups on `the reading subtext of the Metropolitan Act.tezie_e_Lt Test
was not significant. The mean for the weak script group was 3.13 and for
the strong script group was 3.32, t(18)=.909, 1,3 .05. It was therefore
confirmed that the two groups, though different in amount of background
information on spiders, were similar in reading ability. The difference
between the two groups on I.Q. was.also not significant. The mean i.q. for
the west script group was 114.80 and fpr the strong script group was 120.40,
t(i8) .05.
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ve eight questions. to ask you. I'll ask you
each question and you tell me :the answer so I can
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them roil mar not know,* theri tell me you don't
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The questions wore then admdnistered
per answer if the correctness It the
responses were recorded verbatim and
independently by each experimenter.

orally. One follow-up query Wis allowed
answer- wen not cler." All of the 'oral
scored later. Respoides e classified
There were no dieagreene

Atter a oneveek interval, the students read the.actual ielec on. A
small vacant room in each school was used to test the students ind1tduall y.
The following Airectione *ere given:

Read this story to yourself. Read it jua once. Read
it carefully and don't hurry. If you meet some words
you don't know, pronounce them to yourself as beet
you can and then go on. When you have finished reading,
return the story to me. Then I'll ask you some questions
about the story.

The 12 posttest questions re presented orally in an order that followed
thestory sequence; the 6 mplicit and 6 explicit queetApps were interspersed.
AgainCresponses were scored independently by each experimenter; there were
no disagreements.
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be-posttest reSUlti for the .two prio knowledge groupspups and for
question types are reported,in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about her

The strong script group W7.50) performed einndificantly better than
the weak script group (1 4.80) overall, E(1,18)=8.40, pL(.01. Post hoc
Schelcontraets indicated a si ficant difference beween the groups
implicit questions, F(1,18)=T.46, <.025, but not on explicit questions,
F(1,18)=1.87,

There was a significant wit
X(1,18)=30.32, E-r .01 indicating
t implicit questions (1.90).
in erection was not significant,

r'subjects main-e feet for q ion type,
that explicit questions (114.2 easier

The prior knowledge by clues
11(1,18)=1.13, p) ,=.05.

As hypothesized, the strong script group outperformed the weak group.
These findings support the hypothesis that information brought to the text
by the reader facilitates comprehension of material read. Further, prior
knowledge seems to be more helpful in drawing inferences between textu
information and prior knowledge than in comprehending the explicit message
in the text, even though explicit questions were easier for all students.

The correlation matrix, in Table 2, accents the findings from the
is of variance. Both implicit question scores (E=.57, 2. (.05) and

explicit question scores (r=.39, p_<.05) were significantly correlated with
pretest (prior knowledge) scores. A test of differences between correlations
revealed no significant differences between these two correlations, i.e.,
pretest with explicit versus pretest with implicit, (s-.67, p:,.05): However,
implicit and explicit question scores were not significantly correlated
(rn.25,

Insert Table 2 about here

Even though the ranges of I.Q. scores and standaidined reading scores
were porposely narrow, some interesting correlations resulted. I.Q.

correlated significantly with implicit scores (r=.46, EL:,05), but not with
explicit scores (r=.12, >.65). However, reading scores correlated sig-
nificantly and about equally with implicit (r =.39) and explicit scores
(r=.130). Not surprisingly, I.Q. was also significantly correlated with pre-
test scores (r=,nn, p v.05),.



The findings in the present stuff
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bit and implicit Questions.
the effect of prior knowledge
integration of textual and

scriptal information) than for explicit questions. The correlations among
these,variables support such an interpretation. a

In terns of schema theory, the findings support the notion of compre-
hension as a process of integrating novel information into pre-ekisting
schemata. First, if the schemata are weakly developed (e.g., yeal script
group) comprehension requiring:Inle atiOn of new and known infOrfration
(implicit questions) is diffic Second, comprehension of totally new
infbrnation (explicit) is sii but riot significantly facilitated when
schemata are strong.

These results suggest two possible implicetinni for teachdng First,
to ensues nore thorough comprebension, teachers could spend time developing
students' background information on a topic. An adequate store of knowledge
wtich can be` drawn upon during the reading situation and in response to
questions should first be established. Second, scriptally implicit (infer-
ential) questions appear to be more difficult than explicit (literal)
questions. Students in general appear to require much guidance in their -
ability to draw inferences. Because the inference questions used required
the extra cognitive dimension of relating a portion of the text to previous
knowledge,- they involved more complex processing of information. Even with
an adequate background of experience (strong script), the implicit questions
presented- more difficulties to the children than the explicit questions. The

suggestion of teacher guidance for such questions, both for specific content
and in general, seems reasonable. However, both of these suggestions are
empirically resolvable issues and deserve to be answered through experimen-
tatiOn rather than speculation.



Table 1

of Correct Responses on

Question Types

Prior Enovl Explicit tat Licit Total

Groups ,

Strong 4.7O (1,16)13 2.80 (1.62) 7.50 .(1.80)

Lk Script 3.80 (1.-69) 00 (1.05) 4-80 (2.36

4.25 (1.48

ens in parentheses are standard deviations.
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.05
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Table 2

All Variables

Ittal IneS

423'

.110,1

39.

.50*

.15

.40*

1.00

5i**

.25

1.00

.61"

7T**

.81"

.00

.12

.4T.

1.00
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